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our story

The full account of how I started my health journey, discovered  
the power of bone broth, and launched my small business.  

My health journey began in 2010 when my mom was diagnosed with breast cancer. Growing  
up, I always viewed her as the epitome of health. She was a dietician, ate healthy, and stayed  
active. When she received her diagnosis, it became clear to me that if I didn’t  change my  
lifestyle, I would regret it down the road. At the time, I was living in Chicago, working in the  
music industry, spending my evenings in bars and venues, fueling my body with diet coke and  
processed foods, and addicted to Adderall.

As I began researching her condition and different treatment options, I was drawn to holistic 
approaches such as the Gerson Method, fasting, and various nutritive protocols for healing. 
I became obsessed with all things health and wellness and spent most of my free time 
researching different diets,  superfoods, and the natural healing power of plant  medicine.  

Despite my good intentions, this new interest caused negative habits from my past to  
resurface. As a teen, I struggled with body image and restricted my caloric intake rather than  
filling myself with foods that nourished me. Once again, I began to fixate on what I ate in order  
to maintain my figure, not to improve my wellness. Rather than checking in on my energy levels,  
gastrointestinal health, and other key health factors, I used the fit of my skinny jeans as a gauge  
to determine if my new lifestyle changes were beneficial.   

Foreword:  

WE ARE

ALWAYS ORGANIC

LOCALLY SOURCED

HANDCRAFTED

DESIGNED TO HEAL THE BODY

& BALANCE THE CHAKRAS
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For years, I hopped from one ‘diet’ to the next in an attempt to find  
something that ‘worked’ for me. I tried juice cleanses, The Whole  30, 
vegan and vegetarian, paleo, and more, but nothing was  sustainable. 
My weight continued to fluctuate dramatically, and my preoccupation  
with the number on the scale greatly affected my overall health 
and  well-being. Through it all, I struggled to abstain from Adderall 
as it  curbed my appetite and helped me manage my overzealous  
workload.  

In spite of my new commitment to healthy eating, I still experienced  
many health and digestive issues. I lived with year-round allergy  
symptoms, frequent sinus infections, fatigue, brain fog, irregular bowel  
movements, constant constipation, and diarrhea. Because my idea  of 
health was marked by a slim physique, I considered these  other health 
problems to be normal and continued to restrict my caloric intake. 
For  years, I dealt with digestive issues, regular sinus infections, and a  
congested respiratory system.  

It wasn’t until I got my first hemorrhoid that I knew it was time to make  
a change. I began by giving up gluten and dairy and cleansing my  
digestive system. Just days after I made these initial changes, I had 
a  sip of alcohol and immediately noticed an inflammatory response.  
With my nose running and my cheeks flush, I asked myself, ‘Why am 
I  doing this? What is enjoyable about putting foods and chemicals 
into  my body that cause such negative reactions?’ This new awareness 
was  the motivation I needed to begin an elimination diet at the end of  
December 2015.   

As the new year approached, I chose to spend 2016 abstaining from  
any foods containing gluten, dairy, alcohol, and processed sugar. I was 
determined to rebuild my body from the inside out...  but this time in  
pursuit of overall wellness, rather than a thin figure. As I shifted my focus  
from my outward appearance to my internal being, my whole world fell  
into alignment. It was during this time that I began recognizing the
unmistakable signs that were waiting to guide me toward my purpose.
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I  didn’t  start  drinking  bone  broth  with  
the  intent  of  starting  a  company.  I  
started  because  my  body  needed  it.  

When I stopping drinking alcohol, I found myself yearning 
for  a new evening ritual. After reading several health blogs, I 
stumbled  upon the benefits of bone broth. Before long, I was it 
drinking every night. Initially, I bought broth it at my local farmers 
market  but was disappointed with the taste and ingredients. My 
dietary restrictions required that I avoid garlic and onions,
which I discovered were common ingredients for most broths 
on the market.  As a last ditch effort, I decided to  try to make 
my own. Instead of garlic and onion, I used ginger and turmeric 
along  with an array of medicinal herbs and seasonal vegetables  
knowing these ingredients offered many additional  health 
benefits. After much trial and error, I was thrilled to discover a 
recipe that resulted in a broth that tasted more like tea than 
traditional stock.  

After creating what would become OWL’s signature recipe,  I 
drank broth religiously for a couple months and the changes 
I  experienced were remarkable. I felt nourished, satiated, and  
devoid of cravings. Before long, people began to notice a  
positive shift in my physical appearance and asked what I was  
doing differently. After telling a friend about the bone broth I  
had been making, she asked to purchase some. I made a big  
batch and sold the leftover five jars  on Facebook. Within a week,  
I received orders for 100 more jars. I’ve had a pot on the stove  
ever since!
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philosophies
One  Whole  Lifestyle  (OWL)  is  a  custom  regimen  based  on  personal  intuition  and  
feeling.  We  believe  our  bodies  tell  us  what  they  need.  We  just  have  to  learn  to  listen.

After  years  spent  testing  countless  diets  and  juice  cleanses,  we  combined  the  most  
effective  elements  from  each,  creating  the  OWL  method,  a diet designed to heal the gut, 
nourish the body, energize the mind, and restore our relationship with food.

DIETS  WE’VE  TRIED  AND  WHAT  WE’VE  LEARNED

Vegan

Veganism  is  the  practice  of  abstaining  from  animal  products.  For  
many,  this  is  the  first  diet  to  try  when  making  the  transition  into  a  
healthier  lifestyle.  Because  veganism  focuses  on  consuming  whole  
foods  like  fruits,  vegetables,  and  grains,  many  people  see  positive  

changes  when  switching  from  the  average  diet  that  is  typically  high  
in  processed  foods  and  animal  products.

We  love  that  veganism  focuses  on  eating  a  lot  of  fruits  and  
vegetables.  However,  for  most  humans,  a  plant-based  diet  does  

not  provide  the  body  with  the  important  nutrients  it  needs.  For  this  
reason,  we  have  found  that  veganism  is  not  a  sustainable  lifestyle  

for  most  people.

Paleo

Also  known  as  the  Paleolithic  Diet  or,  more  simply,  the  Caveman  
Diet.  Paleo  is  based  off  the  food  our  hunter-gatherer  ancestors  

would  have  eaten,  meaning  no  grains  or  processed  foods.  Instead  
the  diet  is  rich  in  fruits  and  vegetables,  meat,  nuts  and  seeds.  

We  love  that  the  paleo  diet  focuses  on  eating  real,  whole  foods.  
But  with  its  heavy  focus  on  animal  products,  we  have  found  it  is  a  

bit  restrictive  and  not  best  suited  to  our  bodies’  needs. 

Anti-inflammatory

This  diet  focuses  on  eliminating  foods  that  cause  inflammation  
while  increasing  the  intake  of  foods  that  lower  inflammation.  Foods  
that  increase  inflammation  include  processed  foods  and  nightshades 

such  as  potatoes,  peppers,  eggplant,  and  onions.    

We  love  that  the  anti-inflammatory  diet  focuses  on  consuming  
more  anti-inflammatory  foods  like  ginger,  turmeric,  leafy  greens,  

and  fibrous  vegetables.  For  anyone  experiencing  inflammation,  we  
recommend  a  21  day  elimination  diet,  then  reintroducing  foods  
one-by-one  to  see  how  the  body  reacts.  Our  cleanse  program  

removes  all  common  allergens  and  triggers  like,  corn,  sugar,  soy,  
wheat,  gluten,  dairy,  caffeine,  and  alcohol,  making  it  a  perfect  

kickstarter  for  an  elimination  diet.  During this process, it’s important 
to consume more nutrient rich foods like our broth elixirs, which  are  full  
of  anti-inflammatory  ingredients  like  ginger,  turmeric,  cilantro,  and  

fennel.
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GAPS

Designed  to  treat  chronic  inflammatory  conditions,  The  GAPS  Diet  
focuses  on  removing  foods  that  are  hard  to  digest  and  replaces  

them  with  nutrient  dense  foods,  giving  the  intestinal  lining  an  
opportunity  to  heal.  

We  love  the  healing  properties  of  The  GAPS  Diet.  In  fact,  we  highly  
recommend  this  protocol  for  anyone  suffering  from  digestive  issues.  
Because  of  its  rich  nutrient  content,  daily  bone  broth  is  a  powerful  
healing  agent  that  can  help  restore  the  gut  lining  when  integrated  

into  The  GAPS  Diet.  

Low FODMAP

Another  diet  designed  to  heal  digestive  issues.  The  Low  
FODMAP  Diet  eliminates  short-chain  carbohydrates  that,  when  

poorly  digested,  ferment  in  the  gut  and  cause  digestive  distress.  
High  FODMAP  foods  include  some  fruits  and  vegetables,  dairy,  

sweeteners,  legumes,  wheat,  and  some  grains.    

We  love  the  Low  FODMAP  diet  for  anyone  experiencing  digestive  
issues  like  leaky  gut  or  IBS.  This  is  a  great  method  to  investigate  
food  sensitivities  but  is  not  a  sustainable  long  term  solution  as  it  

can  be  unnecessarily  restrictive.  

Ayurveda

Ayurveda  is  an  ancient  healing  system  that  incorporates  breath,  
herbal  remedies,  and  diet  to  balance  the  mind,  body,  and  spirit.  In  
Ayurveda,  humans  are  comprised  of  the  five  elements:  Earth,  Water,  

Fire,  Wind,  and  Ether.  The  balance  of  these  elements  form  three  
different  energies,  or  doshas.  Dietary  recommendations  are  made  

based  on  your  dosha.  

We  love  that  The  Ayurvedic  Diet  focuses  on  holistic  remedies  that  
balance  the  body.  Ayurveda revolves around whole foods and eating

in accordance with the seasons,  and  we  have  found  this  lifestyle  
to  be  very  effective.  In  accordance  with  Ayurvedic  philosophy,  we  
incorporate  herbs  like  triphala  powder  and  slippery  elm into  our  

cleanse  program  as  they  help  maintain  a  healthy  digestive  system.   

Chinese Medicine

Chinese  medicine  is  an  ancient  healing  system  that  incorporates  
herbal  remedies,  diet,  and  holistic  healing  modalities  to  treat  and  

prevent  disease.  Traditionally,  Chinese  Medicine  focuses  primarily  on  
preventative  care,  rather  than  the  treatment  of  disease.  The  Chinese  
Medicine  Diet  focuses  uses  herbs,  nutrition,  movement  and  ancient  
healing  modalities  to  keep  the  body  in  balance.  Like  Ayurveda,  it  

focuses  on  eating  in  harmony  with  nature  by  incorporating  seasonal  
whole  fruits  and  vegetables.   

We  love  that  Chinese  Medicine  focuses  on  using  food  as  
preventative  medicine,  and  using  gut  health  as  an  indication  of  

overall  health.  The  approach  of  this  diet  makes  sense  to  us  as  it  
works  to  treat  the  individual,  rather  than  having  a  one-size-fits-all  

stance  like  many  fad  diets  out  there. 
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Chronobiology

The  main  objective  of  the  Chronodiet  is  to  create  harmony  
by  syncing  the  body  with  the  natural  ebbs  and  flows  of  our  

environment.  This  diet,  based  on  the  study  of  Chronobiology,  is  
less  focused  on  what  you  are  eating  than  when  you  are  eating,  
and  follows  the  theory  that  food  should  be  eaten  at  the  time  
of  day  it  receives  information  from  the  sun.  In  accordance  to  

Chronobiology,  fruit  and  nuts  should  be  consumed  in  the  morning.  
The  afternoon  is  the  best  time  for  leafy  greens,  cruciferous  

vegetables  and  animal  protein.  Night  time  is  ideal  for  eating  foods  
that  grow  in  the  water  or  underground,  like  sweet  potatoes  and  

fish.   

We  love  that  The  Chronodiet  connects  us  with  the  natural  rhythm  of  
our  environment.  By  eating  in  time  with  nature,  food  has  the  power  
to  transform  our  health  and  provide  our  bodies  with  all  we  need  to  

heal  and  feel  our  best.
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We  believe  in  the  magical  healing  powers  of  plants,  and  when  combined  with  bones,  
they  create  a  potent  elixir.  This  is  why  we  load  our  homemade  broths  with  organic  and  
locally-sourced  fresh  herbs,  vegetables,  and  roots.  

We  have  found  that  the  more  knowledge  we  acquire  about  the  foods  we’re  eating,  
the  more  we  desire  those  that  help  our  bodies  thrive!  Here’s  more  information  on  the  
carefully  selected  main  ingredients  that  go  into  every  batch  of  OWL  broth. 

Carrot
You’ve  likely  already  heard  that  carrots  are  high  in  beta  
carotene,  a  carotenoid  that  is  excellent  for  improving  
eyesight...  but  did  you  know  that  carrots  are  also  
important  for  maintaining  oral  health?  In  addition,  they’re  
packed  with  antioxidants  that  prevent  against  cancer  and  
potassium  that  lowers  blood  pressure. 

healing ingredients

Celery
Celery has been getting a lot of attention lately for its 
digestive healing effects, especially when juiced and 
consumed first thing in the morning. Why? Because 

celery is your gut’s best friend. This  veggie  is  full  of  
antioxidants  and  essential  enzymes,  as  well  as  a  
plethora  of  vitamins  and  minerals,  making  it  the  

perfect  way  to  start  the  day. 

Cilantro
Cilantro  is  an  effective  detoxifier  and  rids  heavy  metals  

from  the  body.  Additionally,  it  lowers  anxiety  and  
improves  sleep,  prevents  UTIs,  settles  the  stomach,  

and  lowers  blood  pressure.  

Fennel
We  love  fennel  because  of  its  licorice-like  flavor  and  
many  health  benefits.  Along  with  containing  high  
levels  of  calcium,  it is also rich in iron and histidine which 
help prevent anemia.  When  consumed  whole,  fennel  is  
phenomenal  for  digestive  health,  and  its  oil  can  also  
be  used  topically  on  the  belly  to  help  relieve  digestive  
distress.

Ginger
Gingerol,  a  natural  anti-inflammatory  and  antioxidant,  is  

the  compound  found  in  ginger  that  gives  it  many  of  
its  acclaimed  medicinal  benefits.  Consuming  ginger  can  

help  soothe  an  upset  stomach,  alleviate  muscle  pain,  
and  may  even  reduce  cholesterol.    
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Hemp Hearts
Hemp  hearts  are  an  incredible  source  of  protein  
and  contain  all  three  essential  amino  acids,  
making  them  easy  for  our  bodies  to  digest  and  
absorb.  Hemp  hearts  are  wonderful  for  the  skin  
and  may  even  reduce  the  risk  of  heart  disease.   

Rosemary

Rosemary  improves  memory  and  lowers  cortisol.  
It  is  the  perfect  remedy  to  reduce  stress  and  
enhance  brain  cognition.  Rosemary  is  anti-
inflammatory,  anti-fungal,  and  antiseptic,  making  it  
nature’s  perfect  medicine. 

Lavender
We  all  love  lavender  and  for  good  reason!  

Lavender  is  a  nutritional  powerhouse,  providing  
powerful  medicinal  benefits  when  ingested  and  

applied  topically.  Not  only  is  it  great  for  our  skin,  
it  protects  against  free  radicals,  prevents  diabetes,  

improves  mood,  and  enhances  brain  cognition.   

Parsley
Don’t  underestimate  the  power  of  parsley!  Parsley  is  

one  of  the  highest  sources  of  flavonoid  antioxidants.  It  
is  a  natural  antibacterial  and  antifungal,  helps  improve  

digestion,  and  may  even  help  fight  cancer. 

Slippery Elm
Slippery  Elm  is  a  powder  extracted  from  the  inner  

bark  of  the  elm  tree  and  used  as  Ayurvedic  medicine.  
It  is  beneficial  for  digestive  issues  like  chronic  IBS,  

diarrhea  and  constipation,  as  well  as  respiratory  issues,  
bladder  and  urinary  tract  infections,  and  even  expelling  

tapeworms. 

Sage
Sage  is  the  most  ancient  healer.  Sage  is  known  to  
aid  in  digestion,  improve  memory,  and  help  treat  
depression.  It  is  an  effective  bath  and  body  product  
and  can  be  used  to  brighten  and  tone  skin  and  
add  shine  to  hair.  In  addition  to  these  benefits  for  
our  body  and  mind,  sage  is  also  believed  to  contain  
spiritual  healing  powers  and  is  often  used  to  cleanse  
spaces  and  spirits. 
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Sorrel
Sorrel  is  a  bushy  annual  plant  from  the  
buckwheat  family.  This  herb  is  less  commonly  
used,  but  that  doesn’t  mean  it  offers  fewer  
health  benefits!  When  consumed,  sorrel  aids  in  
digestion,  boosts  immunity,  treats  skin  conditions,  
and  improves  eyesight. 

Swiss Chard

Swiss  Chard  is  one  of  the  most  nutrient  dense  
plants  on  the  planet!  This  leafy  veggie  is  full  of  
polyphenol,  betalain,  and  carotenoid  antioxidants  
that  fight  free  radical  damage  and  disease.  Swiss  
Chard  is  also  one  of  the  highest  sources  of  
betalains,  which  help  detoxify  and  protect  the  
body  from  cancer  and  inflammation. 

Thyme
 The  medicinal  benefits  of  thyme  go  way  back!  Did  

you  know  that  thyme  was  once  used  on  medical  
bandages  as  nature’s  neosporin?  In  fact,  the  main  

ingredient,  thymol,  is  still  used  in  most  mouthwashes  
and  vapor  rubs  today.  Thyme  also  prevents  against  

food  poisoning  and  contamination,  boosts  mood,  
prevents  cancer,  fights  sore  throats,  and  lowers  blood  

pressure. 

Spirulina
Spirulina  is  an  easily  digestible  plant  protein  that  

is  packed  with  essential  nutrients  like  vitamin  K,  
manganese,  and  chromium.  Spirulina  detoxes  

heavy  metals  from  the  body,  restores  microflora,  
and  eliminates  candida.  It  can  also  lower  blood  

pressure,  reduce  the  chance  of  the  stroke,  boost  
energy,  and  promote  weight  loss.

Triphala Powder
Triphala powder is an Ayurvedic herb composed  of  three  
dried  berries  that  help  regulate  digestion.  It’s  also  a  
natural  antioxidant  that  nourishes  and  rejuvenates  the  
body’s tissues.  Not  only  does  it  offer  these  important  
health  benefits,  it  will  satisfy  your  taste  buds  as  it  
contains  the  full  spectrum  of  natural  tastes:  bitter,  
sweet,  sour,  salty  and  umami.

Turmeric
Did  you  know  that  turmeric  may  be  more  effective  

than  Tylenol  or  Advil  for  treating  pain?  This  is  thanks  to  
curcumin,  turmeric’s  principle  curcuminoid,  known  for  

its  powerful  anti-inflammatory  properties.  On  top  of  its  
digestive  benefits,  turmeric  is  also  proven  to  increase  

brain  function  and  lower  the  risk  of  heart  disease.
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recipes

We  once  read  somewhere  that  the  most  important  thing  about  a  healthy  
diet  is  not  specifically  what  you  eat,  but  the  intention  behind  it.  We  believe  
that  our  food  is  the  most  beneficial  when  prepared  by  someone  who  loves  

us!  So  if  you  are  preparing  your  own  meals,  you  have  the  power  to  use  
your  cooking  as  an  act  of  self  care  by  infusing  love  into  everything  you  

choose  to  put  in  your  body.    

Growing  up,  many  of  us  were  told  not  to  play  our  food,  but  we’ve  come  
to  find  that  experimenting  in  the  kitchen  is  one  of  the  greatest  joys  of  
life.  If  you  believe  that  you  can’t  cook,  that  simply  means  you  haven’t  

played  around  enough.  Cooking  is  all  about  experience,  trial  and  error,  and  
intuition.  

The  recipes  in  this  e-book  are  not  meant  to  be  set  in  stone.  Consider  
them  as  basic  guidelines  with  plenty  of  room  to  explore  and  make  each  

creation  your  own.  Swap  out  ingredients,  change  measurements,  and,  above  
all,  do  what  feels  right  to  you!  If  you  pour  your  heart  into  your  food,  it  will  

nourish  your  body  on  a  whole  new  level. 



broth recipes:
Chicken

Beef
Vegan Mineral

hemp mylks:
Go  Green

On  Shrooms
Go  Gold

soups:
Kabocha

Get  Your  Greens
Sweet  Potato

Seaweed

salads:
Kale  &  Spirulina  Salad

Roasted  Beet  &  Shaved  Fennel

sides:
Collards  &  Dates

Roasted  Cauliflower
Roasted  Kabocha

Sweet  Fries
Parsnip  Chips

Roasted  fennel

entrees:
Kitchari
Curry



bone broth
We call our bone broths broth elixirs because we infuse 
them with medicinal herbs, roots, and vegetables. As a 

result, they offer enhanced healing powers and taste more 
like tea than a traditional stock. All of our products are 

designed to sip daily for optimal health and vitality.
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chicken
alkaline  or  filtered  water  (we  use  alkaline  to  extract  the  maximum  nutrients)  
1  chicken  carcass  (you  may  use  a  carcass  from  a  whole  roasted  or  rotisserie  chicken,  you  
may  add  chicken  feet  if  you  have  them  available  to  you)  
apple  cider  vinegar  (we  love  Braggs)  
himalayan  sea salt

Optional  Ingredients: 

ginger
turmeric
carrots

celery 
chard  
fennel  

cilantro  
sage  
thyme 

lemon  thyme  
parsley 

Instructions:

In a large pot, immerse bones in water until they are covered with a few inches of water on top. 
(Add more or less water depending on whether you desire a more or less gelatinous broth.)  

Add apple cider vinegar. (The apple cider vinegar mineralizes the bones and extracts the 
nutrients.) 

Let sit for 30-40 minutes.  

Bring water to a boil.  

Skim the top with a chinois or fine mesh strainer. Reduce heat and allow to simmer for 8-24 
hours. (We prefer a 24 hr simmer for maximum benefits!)  

3 hours before removing broth from heat, add in herbs, roots, and veggies of your choice.  

Strain broth into mason jars and store in the fridge for 7-10  days. You may also store in  the 
freezer, but be sure to allow the broth to cool completely before freezing.
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beef
5-10  lbs  of  beef  bones  (marrow  bones  for  the  heartiest  stock)
apple  cider  vinegar  (we  love  Braggs)  
himalayan  sea  salt 

Optional  Ingredients: 

ginger
turmeric
carrots

celery 
chard  
fennel  

cilantro  
sage  
thyme 

lemon  thyme  
parsley 

Instructions:

In a large pot, immerse bones in water until they are covered with a few inches of water on top. 
(Add more or less water depending on whether you desire a more or less gelatinous broth.)  

Add apple cider vinegar. (The apple cider vinegar mineralizes the bones and extracts the  
nutrients.)  

Let sit for 30-40 minutes.  

Bring water to a boil.    

Skim the top with a chinois or fine mesh strainer.  

Reduce heat and allow to simmer for 8-24  hours. (We prefer a 24 hr simmer for maximum 
benefits!)  

3 hours before removing broth from heat, add in herbs, roots, and veggies of your choice.  

Strain broth into mason jars and store in the fridge for 7-10  days. You may also store in  the 
freezer, but be sure to allow the broth to cool completely before freezing. 
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vegan mineral
alkaline  or  filtered  water  
apple  cider  vinegar  (we  love  braggs)  
himalayan  sea  salt  mushrooms  
sea  vegetables  
moringa  (we  use  a  powdered  moringa,  except  in  the  summer  when  
we  are  able  to  find  it  fresh  at  the  farmers  market) 

Optional  Ingredients: 

ginger
turmeric
carrots

celery 
chard  
fennel  

cilantro  
sage  
 

Instructions:

In a large pot, combine water, mushrooms, sea vegetables, herbs,  roots and 
veggies and apple cider vinegar.    

Let sit for 30-40 minutes.  

Bring water to a boil, then reduce to a simmer.    

Simmer for 3-6  hours.    

Add 1 tbsp of powdered moninga & salt to taste.  

Strain broth into mason jars and store in the fridge for 7-10  days.    

You may also store in the freezer, but be sure to allow the broth to  cool 
completely before freezing.   
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hemp mylks

go green
¼  cup  hemp  hearts  
32  oz  water  ½  tbsp  spirulina  (may  sub  
chlorella)  
½  tbsp  cinnamon  
1  tbsp  coconut  oil  
½  tsp  ashwagandha  (optional,  may  sub  
for  adaptogen  of  your  choice!) 
½  tsp  matcha  powder  (optional)  
pinch  of  vanilla  powder  
pinch  of  salt 

Instructions:

Add all ingredients into blender.    

Blend on high for 1-2  minutes.    

Pour and enjoy!    

Store remaining in a mason jar in the  fridge 
for 3-4 days.  
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on shrooms
¼  cup  hemp  hearts  
32  oz  water  
2  tsp  cacao  powder  
1  tsp  cinnamon  
1  tsp  tocos  powder  
½  tsp  cordyceps  
2  tsp  monk  fruit,  honey,  dates  or  maple  
syrup 

Instructions:

Add all ingredients into blender.  

Blend on high for 1-2 minutes.    

Pour and enjoy!    

Store remaining in a mason jar in the  fridge 
for 3-4 days. 

go gold
¼  cup  hemp  hearts  
32  oz  water 
2  tsp  turmeric  
1  tsp  cinnamon  
1  tsp  tocos  powder  
½  tsp  cordyceps  
½  tsp  ginger  
pinch  of  cardamom  
2  tsp  monk  fruit,  honey,  dates  or  maple  
syrup   

Instructions:

Add all ingredients into blender. 

Blend on high for 1-2 minutes.    

Pour and enjoy!   

Store remaining in a mason jar in the  fridge 
for 3-4 days.   
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soups
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kabocha
2  cups  OWL  turkey  broth  elixir  
2  cups  steamed  kabocha  squash  
½  cup  coconut,  cashew  or  hemp  mylk  
1  tsp  curry  powder  
pinch  of  cinnamon  
salt  to  taste

Instructions:

Add all ingredients into a blender.  

Blend on high for 30 seconds or until  
smooth.    

Add more or less broth to your desired  
consistency.  

Top with fresh cilantro, olive oil, pepitas  or 
hemp hearts. 

get your greens
2  cups  OWL  chicken  broth  elixir  
1  cup  mixed  greens  (spinach,  dandelion  greens)  
2  tbsp  fresh  herbs  (cilantro,  parsley,  dill)  
1  tbsp  ghee  or  coconut  oil
½  lemon  squeezed 

Instructions:

Add all ingredients into a blender. Blend on high for 30 seconds or until smooth.   

Add more or less broth to your desired consistency.
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sweet potato
1  cups  OWL  vegan  mineral  broth  elixir  
1  cup  water  (substitute  vegan  broth  for  
added  flavor)  
1  large  sweet  potato  (steamed  or  
roasted  in  foil  until  soft)  
1  tsp  cumin  
1  tbsp  ghee  or  coconut  oil  
½  tsp  grated  lemon  zest  
pinch  of  paprika  or  cayenne  (optional)  
salt  to  taste 

Instructions:

Add all ingredients into a blender.    

Blend on high for 30 seconds or until  
smooth.    

Add more or less broth to your desired  
consistency.  

Top with fresh dill, sesame seeds  &  olive  oil.

seaweed
4  cups  OWL  beef  broth  elixir  
2  tbsp  coconut  oil  
2  tbsp  leeks  or  fennel  
½  tbsp  fresh  minced  ginger  
½  tbsp  fresh  minced  turmeric  
2  tbsp  miso  
2  tbsp  wakame 

Instructions:

Heat a pot on the stovetop.  

Add coconut oil.    

Add leeks, ginger, and turmeric. Sautee  for 
1-3 minutes on medium heat.   

Add broth and bring to a simmer.   

Add miso and simmer until fully  dissolved.    

Add wakame, turn off heat, and allow  to 
cool while wakame rehydrates  completely.    

Serve warm with dulse & sesame seed or  oil.  

Toppings: 

dulse  
sesame  seeds  
sesame  oil 

* Store leftovers in mason jars, and they’ll keep 7-10 
days in the fridge.
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salads
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kale &  
spirulina salad
1  bunch  of  kale  
1  ½  tbsp  olive  oil  
1  tsp  spirulina  
1  tbsp  nutritional  yeast  
1  tsp  apple  cider  vinegar  
½  tsp  cumin  
salt  to  taste

Instructions:

Prepare  the  kale  by  washing  and  drying,  and  
removing  the  stalks.  

Rip  kale  into  small  pieces  and  add  to  large  
bowl.    

Add  olive  oil  and  apple  cider  vinegar  and  
massage  the  kale  until  it  is  thoroughly  coated.    

Add  remaining  ingredients  and  toss.    

Add  salt  to  taste.   

Toppings:

2  tbsp  hemp  hearts  
microgreens  
sesame  seeds 
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roasted beet  
& shaved fennel
2  cups steamed beets  
1  bulb of fennel
2  tbsp olive oil  
½ lemon squeezed  
1  tsp  cumin  
salt to taste 

Instructions:

Chop steamed beets into small cubes.   

Slice fennel thinly.  

Coat beets and fennel in 1 tbsp olive oil and 
spread evenly on a sheet pan on  parchment 
paper.    

Roast in the oven at 400 for 15-20 minutes until 
beets are tender.  

Remove from oven and allow to cool.    

Toss with remaining ingredients and serve warm.   

Toppings:

arugula  
hemp hearts  
microgreens
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sides

rainbow chard  
& dates
2  tbsp  coconut  oil  
1  bunch  of  rainbow chard,  cleaned  and  
chopped  6  dates,  chopped  
salt  &  cumin  to  taste 

Instructions:

Warm a pan on medium heat add  coconut 
oil. 

Add chard and dates.

Cook until greens are wilted. 

Add salt & cumin to taste. 
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roasted  
cauliflower
2  tbsp  coconut  oil  
1  large  head  of  cauliflower,  chopped  
&  washed  
2  tsp  curry  powder  
salt  to  taste  
chopped  cilantro 

Instructions:

Coat cauliflower in coconut oil and  spread 
evenly on a lined baking sheet.    

Sprinkle with salt and curry powder.  

Cook in the oven at 400 degrees for 15-20 
minutes.  

Add salt to taste, and sprinkle with fresh  
chopped cilantro.

roasted kabocha
2  tbsp  coconut  oil  
1  kabocha  squash,  de  seeded  and  
sliced  into  half  moons  
2  tsp  turmeric  powder  powder  
2  tsp  cumin  powder  
salt  to  taste 
chopped  cilantro 

Instructions:

Coat kabocha squash in coconut oil and  spread 
evenly on a lined baking sheet.  

Sprinkle with salt, turmeric and cumin.  

Cook in the oven at 375 degrees for 20-30  
minutes or until golden brown.  

Add salt to taste. Sprinkle with fresh chopped  
cilantro.
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sweet fries
2  tbsp  avocado  oil  
2  sweet  potatoes,  chopped  into  rounds  
or  rectangles  
salt  to  taste  
sprinkle  of  cinnamon  
honey  (optional) 

Instructions:

Coat sweet potatoes in coconut oil  and 
spread evenly on a lined baking sheet.    

Sprinkle with sea salt.  

Cook in the oven at 375 degrees for 20-30 
minutes, or until golden brown.  

Once cooled, add more salt to taste,  
sprinkle with cinnamon, and drizzle with  
honey. Toss. 

parsnip chips
2  tbsp  coconut  oil  
6-10  parsnips  (depending  on  size)  
2  tsp  cumin  powder  
salt  to  taste

Instructions:

Chop parsnips into thin rounds.  

Coat chopped parsnips in coconut oil  and 
spread evenly on a lined baking  sheet.    

Sprinkle with salt & cumin.  

Cook in the oven at 425 degrees for 15-20 
minutes, or until golden brown.

Add salt to taste.
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roasted fennel
2  tbsp  olive oil  
1  fennel,  sliced  thin  
salt  to  taste

Instructions:

Slice fennel thinly.  

Coat sliced fennel in olive oil and spread  
evenly on a lined baking sheet.  

Cook in the oven at 375 degrees for 15-20  
minutes, until golden brown.  

Add salt to taste.  
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entrees
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kitchari
1  knob  of  turmeric,  minced  
1  knob  of  ginger,  minced  
2  tbsp  ghee  or  coconut  oil  
½  tsp  mustard  seed  
1  tsp  curry  powder  
1  jar  of  OWL  Venice  broth  elixirs  
½  cup  lentils  
¼  cup  mung  beans  
¼-½  cup  of  quinoa  (optional)  
2  cups chopped vegetables (carrots, celery, fennel, spinach, sweet potato, celery root)  
2  tbsp wakame  

Instructions:

Bring a medium sized skillet to medium heat.  

Add 2 tbsp of ghee, turmeric, ginger, and spices. Sautee for a couple minutes.  

Add lentils, mung beans, and quinoa. Stir until coated in mixture.  

Add OWL broth elixir and bring to a simmer. 

Add vegetables and allow to simmer for 20-30 minutes.  

During the last 5-10 minutes of simmering, add wakame.

Add salt to taste. Top with cilantro, sesame seeds, and microgreens. 

Toppings:

chopped  cilantro  
sesame  seeds  
microgreens 
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curry
1  knob  of  turmeric,  minced  
1  knob  of  ginger,  minced  
2  tbsp  ghee  or  coconut  oil  
2  tsp  cumin  
1  tbsp  leeks    
½  tbsp  curry  powder  
1  tbsp  almond  butter  (optional)  
1  can  coconut  milk  
1  splash  of  red  wine  vinegar 
2  cups  seasonal  vegetables  chopped  
salt  to  taste 

Instructions:

Bring a medium sized skillet to medium heat.  

Add 2 tbsp of ghee, turmeric, ginger, leeks, and spices. Sautee for a couple minutes.  Add 
coconut milk and peanut butter. Stir until mixed while bringing to a simmer.  

Add vegetables and a splash of red wine vinegar. Simmer about 20  minutes.    

Serve over cauliflower rice, cooked greens, or a grain of your choice. Top with cilantro,  sesame 
seeds, and a squeeze of lime.

Toppings:

chopped  cilantro  
sesame  seeds  
lime  slices  
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Lemon Water

Did  you  know  that  warm  lemon  water  works  to  alkalize  the  
body  and  kickstart  your  digestion?  This  is  why  we  start  each  

day  with  a  mug  of  hot  water  and  fresh  squeezed  lemon.  
When  we  are  in  the  mood  for  more  flavor  and  added  
benefits,  we  substitute  our  vegan  mineral  broth  elixir. 

Meditation

Not  only  does  meditation  calm  the  mind,  it  also  has  the  
power  to  create  new  neural  pathways.  In  fact,  meditating  for  

just  five  minutes  a  day  is  enough  to  offer  more  ease  and  
clarity!  At  OWL  Venice,  we  like  to  start  the  day  with  a  10-20  
minute  meditation.  To  practice  at  home,  sit  or  lie  down  in  a  

comfortable  position.  Turn  your  attention  to  your  breath.  If  you  
are  struggling  to  keep  your  focus,  try  integrating  a  mantra  into  
your  practice.  For  a  guided  experience,  use  an  app  like  Calm  

or  Headspace  to  lead  you  through  a  daily  meditation. 

Dry Brushing

Dry Brushing  is  a  great  way  to  detox  the  body,  remove  dead  
skin  cells,  and  stimulate  the  lymph  system.  It  helps  to  increase  
circulation,  remove  stagnation,  reduce  inflammation,  and  makes  

your  skin  smooth  and  silky!  While  there’s  no  wrong  time  to  
dry  brush,  it  is  best  practiced  before  showering. 

Sage & Palos Santo Burning

We  always  have  sage  and  palos  santo  on  hand.  Sage  helps  
to  clear  energy  and  palos  santo  amplifies  the  vibration.  

Burning  these  natural  purifiers  will  help  cleanse  your  space.  
This  is  a  great  practice  to  kickstart  the  day  or  wind  down  at  

night.

Journaling

Journaling  is  a  cathartic  practice  that  has  been  proven  to  
reduce  anxiety  and  induce  better  sleep.  Setting  aside  just  

5-10  minutes  a  day  to  put  your  thoughts  on  paper  can  have  
incredible  benefits!  If  you’re  stuck  on  what  to  write  about,  try  

documenting  your  goals  as  a  form  of  manifestation. 

Movement

We  can’t  even  begin  to  express  how  important  it  is  to  move  
your  body!  When  it  comes  to  sweating  and  stretching,  a  little  
goes  a  long  way.  Find  a  few  methods  of  movement  that  feel  
good  in  your  body  and  start  a  routine  that  is  sustainable.  Our  

go-tos  are  hiking,  yoga,  interval  training,  and  daily  walks.
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Face Masks

Fun  fact:  Skin  is  the  body’s  largest  organ  and  has  the  ability  
to  absorb  nutrients  topically.  This  is  why  what  we  put  on  our  

bodies  is  just  as  important  as  what  we  put  in  them.  While  
pre-made  face  masks  work  in  a  pinch,  we  prefer  to  whip  up  

our  own  as  a  way  to  practice  self  care.  Use  this  simple  recipe  
once  or  twice  a  week  for  healthy,  glowing  skin!

green mask
avocado  
matcha  
honey  
olive oil

Instructions:

Mix  together  to  form  a  thick  paste.    Add  more  or  less  powder  until  desired  consistency.

1 tbsp  bentonite  clay  
½  tbsp  apple  cider  vinegar 

Instructions:

Mix  together  to  form  a  thick  paste.    Add  more  or  less  powder  until  desired  consistency.

clay mask
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Thank you!

Our family & friends - Thank you for supporting us, even
through our year of ‘homelessness’, when we prioritized

paying for bones over a steady home. Thank you for helping
us secure our new kitchen and new home, when we were

about ready to quit, and being pillars for us as we grow our
lives and our business together.

Our clients & fans - we do this for you! Thank you for
following and supporting us along this journey. We hope

our products give you vibrant health & nourishment.

Brennan Woo - for many of the graphics we included
in this e-book.

Kayley Vandenburg - for editing this with us, and adding flow
and structure to the very rough draft this started out as.

Ian Spanier - for a few of the beautiful images we included
in the book, and for always capturing us at our best.
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